
Mental models and pragmatics: the case of presuppositionsGuido Boella, Rossana Damiano and Leonardo LesmoDipartimento di Informatica e Centro di Scienza CognitivaUniversit�a di Torinofguido,rossana,lesmog@di.unito.itKeywords: Mental models, linguistics, pragmatics and presuppositionsAbstractWe claim mental models are a framework that allowsto shed light on the phenomenon of presuppositions.A plan-based lexical representation for verbs, togetherwith the e�ect of conversational implicatures that dis-charge possible mental models, are the key features ofthis proposal. IntroductionPresuppositions are what the utterance of a sentence as-sumes to be true (or takes for granted). They can betriggered by di�erent elements in sentences, going fromthe use of de�nite NP's (the King of France is bald pre-supposes there is a (unique) King of France) to the pres-ence of factive verbs (he regrets that he has been impolitepresupposes he has been impolite). These inferences arecharacterized by resistance to negation (e.g. he does notregret that he has been impolite presupposes he has beenimpolite), and by cancellability in the presence of con-textual information.This paper addresses what may be called \lexical" pre-suppositions. In particular, the event structure, as de-scribed by certain verbs, allows to draw some inferencesabout the described situation. These verbs are classi�edin (Beaver, 1997) as \signi�ers of actions and tempo-ral/aspectual modi�ers": \most verbs signifying actionscarry presuppositions that the preconditions for the ac-tion are met" (Beaver, 1997) page 944.We think that what accounts for \preconditions forthe action" still requires a more precise characterization.Where do preconditions come from? It seems rathervague to state that leaving is a precondition for arriv-ing and climbing is a precondition for reaching the top.We claim that these presuppositions arise naturally froma representation of the semantics of verbs in terms of ac-tions and plans describing the steps required to carry outthe activity referred to by the verb. It may be observedthat a plan-based representation is complex, and ratherexpensive to build. However, we have noticed elsewherethat it is independently required both for accounting forthe meaning of communication verbs (Goy and Lesmo,1997) and for the maintenance of coherence in dialogues(Ardissono et al., 1998).

The basic idea is that, in order to understand an ut-terance, one must build a mental representation of thedescribed situation: it is clear, e.g., that any representa-tion of arrivemust include that of leave. The role playedby mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983) is to provide areasoning framework for these representations, that al-lows to explain why presuppositions survive in certaincontexts. For instance, these representations make itpossible to account for the fact that John didn't arrivepresupposes John left, as predicted by the projection ofpresuppositions across negation; moreover, this inferenceis correctly modeled as a defeasible one, since it is pos-sible to say John didn't arrive, he didn't even leave.The interpretation is carried out in the following way:�rst of all, the aspectual features are accounted forby means of a plan-based representation of the lexicalmeaning; moreover, the temporal features represented bymental models in the style of (Schaeken et al., 1996), aswell as the interpretation of the negation and of the con-text; this amount to building one of more mental mod-els representing the described event. The informationshared by all models is what the sentence entails.At this point, potential conversational implicatures areapplied: their e�ect is to discharge those mental mod-els of the event that could have been more precisely de-scribed by alternative linguistic expressions. In this way,we gain more information, since we are left with thesmaller set of mental models: presuppositions are theinformation that becomes shared by all these remainingmodels.However, implicature can be defeated in the presenceof further contextual information, thus blocking the dis-charge of models: presuppositions cannot arise anymore,because they do not occur in all event models, thereforeappearing defeasible too.In the following, we will describe a plan-based seman-tic representation of action verbs and our treatment ofnegation and of the temporal expression before; then,the conversational implicature mechanism will be intro-duced. Next, we face the problem of the projection ofpresuppositions. Comparison with related approachesand conclusions close the paper.
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reference timeFigure 1: The mental model of John arrived to n. Thest-et line represents the event time of the action.A plan-based representation of verbsWe will mainly consider verbs denoting actions thatare intentionally executed by an agent. The meaningof these verbs is represented by action schemata, thatdescribe how actions are carried out by a sequence ofsteps. When a sentence is interpreted, an action in-stance is built on the basis of the schema correspond-ing to the main verb; then, a set of constraints express-ing the temporal and aspectual information conveyed bythe other linguistic elements (aspectual predicates, ad-verbials, verb arguments and so on) is added to this rep-resentation, by means of condition-action rules (Boellaand Damiano, 1999). Temporal constraints refer to theoccurrence of the action instance with respect to speechtime and reference time, following a reichenbachian tem-poral reference schema.An action schema Act is composed of arguments, amongwhich the agent (agt (Act)) and the start and end timeof the action (st(Act) and et(Act), respectively, denot-ing temporal points), the preconditions and e�ects of theaction, and the action decomposition (body(Act)), com-posed of steps; the start and end time of the steps canbe speci�ed too.Usually, a mental model representing an action doesnot contain all the step instances (tokens) of the planbut only a subset of them. Since steps express the fo-cused part of the action and its temporal placement, onlythe steps must be included that are needed to representthe constraints resulting from the interpretation. Theremaining steps can be later inferred and added to therepresentation, if they become necessary for reasoningpurposes. Moreover, action schemata can be only par-tially instantiated, to account for the fact that linguisticexpressions describe an event by highlighting only cer-tain features of its, that the speaker considers relevantto his goals. In our approach, this corresponds to build-ing models in which only the currently relevant steps arerepresented, in order to focus on a speci�c phase of theaction or to represent the fact that the action has beenonly partially executed.For example, the interpretation of John walked to thestore contains only the �rst and the last steps of the planand constrains them to precede the reference time (herecoinciding with the speech time); on the other hand,

John arrived is not represented as a punctual event butas an instance of the action move (that, in this con-text, specializes into walk) containing in its decompo-sition only the last steps of the plan, plus the tempo-ral constraints specifying that both the whole action ofwalking and its last steps happened before the referencetime (in Figure 1 the decomposition links are denoted bythe lines connecting the walk(j,a,n) token to the tokensrepresenting the steps). On the contrary, if the sentenceto be interpreted were John was arriving, an instancewould be built where the reference time occurs withinthe sequence of steps that conclude the action. In bothcases, the steps preceding the �nal sequence are not rep-resented, but are assumed to exist on the basis of theaction instance inner relations and can be consequentlyadded to the representation if they become relevant. Ac-cording to this representation, the mental model of Johnarrived entails the model of John left, where, in turn, theinitial steps of the action walk are constrained to precedethe reference time.Therefore, the presupposition John left is not con�nedto a separate set of propositions that must be accom-modated in the representation as in (Van Der Sandt,1992); moreover, the requirement is satis�ed thatpresuppositions are in some sense inserted at thebeginning of the sentence interpretation (Beaver,1997) and not added or calculated afterwards, asin (Karttunen, 1974; Gazdar, 1979b).On the other hand, we do not face here the problem ofthe anaphorical character of presuppositions, exempli-�ed in he left an hour ago but he didn't arrive, where thetwo clauses refer to two phases of the same underlyingaction of walking.The representation of negationWe have adopted a peculiar treatment of nega-tion, in order to account for the fact that thenegated event was somehow expected to happen.We interpret such expectations by representing themin terms of intentions attributed to the involvedagent; mental models containing unexecuted action in-stances can be readily interpreted as an agent's men-tal description of another agent's intentional state(Bratman et al., 1988).The representation of John did not arrive includes therelated plan instance of walking, and its decompositioninto steps; the negation is not represented by labelingthe last steps in the plan instance as denied (as men-tal model theory prescribes (Johnson-Laird, 1983)). Onthe contrary, starting from the premise that the walkingaction did not end before the reference time R1, all therepresentations that include the plan instance (act) andsatisfy the constraint et(act) � R are allowed. Note that1Otherwise we would have the representation of John ar-rived.
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step ...step step ......step ...step step ......step ...step step ......step ...step stepFigure 2: The relations among the mental models concerning walk (the thick line show whether the steps have beenactually performed).this does not imply that the walk action will necessarilybe completed, i.e. that John will arrive later.By using mental models, it immediately becomes ap-parent that two pieces of information have to be in-cluded in any event description: the fact that the endof the action necessarily follows the reference time and,given the internal constraints of the action schema, thefact that the beginning of the action precedes its conclu-sion. Given these constraints, two models are possible(Schaeken et al., 1996): in the former the whole actionfollows the reference time (R), in the latter some stepsof the action precede it:premises modelsR et(act)st(act) et(act) o st(act) R et(act)R st(act) et(act)Actually, we have to add another variable to themodel: whether the action is conceived as (partially)executed or not. This question concerns only the secondmodel,since the part of an action preceding the referencetime has certainly been executed: either the action hasbeen or will be executed after the reference time or ithasn't and it remains as a representation of the inten-tion of the agent.So, the interpretation of John did not arrive consists ofthe �rst three models in Figure 2.Our representation of negative sentences is strictly re-lated to the meaning of the conjunction before. Beforedoes not imply that the action in the subordinate clauseactually happened, as shown by Mozart died before �n-ishing his Requiem. As in case of negative sentences, itsimply states an expectation (again represented as in-tentions): that the �nish event was expected to occur ata time which follows the death (d):d st(act) et(act)st(act) d et(act)Note that, for this reason, before is not symmetric withrespect to after, contrarily from what (Asher and Las-carides, 1998) claim, since the latter entails the execu-tion of both related actions: Salieri �nished Mozart'sRequiem after he died in 1791.

The parallel between negation and before for what con-cerns presuppositions will be examined below.Conversational implicatureThe gricean notion of conversational implicature is ex-ploited to explain why some of the models are later dis-charged. In particular, we will consider a particular in-ference licensed by the maxim of quantity, the scalarimplicature (Gazdar, 1979a).When an item belongs to a salience order (i.e. a scale),the fact that the speaker has used this item instead of adi�erent one in the scale causes the hearer to draw theinference that the speaker was not in the position to useany of the higher elements of the scale (see the model of(Hirschberg, 1985)).For example, from some composers died young it is pos-sible to infer not all composers died young, even if someper se does not entail not all. But some belongs to thescale one, a few, some, many, most of, all, where higherelements entail the lower ones. If the speaker has usedsome and, at the same time, he is assumed to respect thegricean maximof quantity, this means that he cannot usethe stronger element all, and, therefore, he intended tosay that some composers last longer.In our framework, this means that an expression (e.g.some) is initially interpreted by means of a set of mentalmodels and, if some of them correspond exactly to theinterpretation of another expression (e.g. all), then theyare discharged:Some A are B All A are BAA { BA { BBA { B A { BA { B A { BB BA { B A { BA { B A { B 9>>>=>>>;Models discharged bythe scalar implica-tureArrive belongs to a scale with respect to leave and thesame holds for �nish and begin, since in both cases the



former items entail the latter ones; in fact, the beginningof an action is present in every model representing itsconclusion.By reasoning with mental models it is apparent why,in case of negative sentences, scales (e.g. leave, arrive)can be reversed (not arrive, not leave). The interpreta-tion of John did not arrive produces three mental models(see Figure 2); two of them (1 and 2) also represent theinterpretation of John did not leave, as only in (3) st(act)� R.But, to describe them, the speaker would have moreappropriately used not leave, a higher item in the scale,therefore, we can discharge the �rst two models from theinterpretation, and keep the last one.The presupposition John left now emerges since it is con-tained in all the remaining mental models (3).Note that we are assuming that the speaker knowswhether the higher elements of the scale (not leave) holdor not, otherwise this inference would not be possible.Anyway, the hearer usually knows whether the speakerhas this kind of knowledge, thanks to the context inwhich the sentence is uttered.In this way, the conversational implicature mechanismproduces the presupposition, though in a rather indirectway, by deleting the mental models that can be betterdescribed by other sentences. Conversational implica-tures are a defeasible kind of inferences: in presenceof contextual information they may disappear. In ourcase, the cancellation of the implicature prevents the re-moval of the two mental models representing the factthat John has not left; therefore the presupposition can-not be drawn anymore. In John did not arrive since hedid not leave the second clause re-asserts the �rst twomodels of Figure 2, while it negates the third one (3) -that implies that John left. In this way, the basis for theconversational implicature does not hold anymore sinceboth items arrive and leave are denied.In case of positive sentences, like John arrived, the pre-supposition becomes an entailment, since it is containedfrom the beginning of the interpretation process in theonly mental model representing the sentence interpre-tation (4 in Figure 2), and cannot be cancelled (*Johnarrived but he didn't leave).Sentences involving before undergo the same reasoningbased on conversational implicatures. FromMozart metCasanova before �nishing his Don Giovanni, one can in-fer that he met Casanova in the period in which he waswriting his opera. As stated above, before allows theconstruction of two models. One model represents theinterpretation of before he started writing his Don Gio-vanni, but, since the speaker didn't use this sentence,this model is discharged, and the only model left is theone where the writing action contains the meeting event.Furthermore, from this model it is possible to draw afurther inference: Mozart actually �nished his work. In

the mental model we have no explicit information aboutthe conclusion of the action of writing the composition.The inference is then licensed by another kind of motiva-tion; as we stated above, plan instances constitute a de-scription of an agents' intentions and the distinguishingfeature of intentions is their persistency (Bratman et al.,1988): if nothing prevents him, the agent will carry outhis current intentions. However, this is a defeasible kindof reasoning, and, if more information is added, the in-ference will be canceled: see Mozart died before �nishinghis Requiem.The projection problemThe projection problem consists in explaining when andwhy the presuppositions of a clause become the presup-positions of the whole sentence where it occurs.We start from the projection problem in disjunctive sen-tences. John has stopped smoking not only presupposesJohn smoked but, actually, implies it. In fact, the in-terpretation of the aspectual predicate stop consists of aprocess of smoking to which it is added the fact that theagent has not been smoking for a given period of time(see (Boella and Damiano, 1999)).Nevertheless, in the sentence either John stopped smok-ing or he never smoked this presupposition does not holdanymore. However, since John smoked is implied by the�rst clause, we cannot resort to the cancellability of pre-suppositions.A disjunction of clauses A _ B is represented by threemental models:2A B:A BA :BBy substituting A with the interpretation of Johnstopped smoking and B for that of John never smoked,we obtain a set of potential situations. The interpreta-tion of the negated clause :A consists of some mentalmodels, to which the interpretations of the clause B areadded, resulting in a set of integrated models; then, theconversational implicatures are applied; �nally, the in-consistent models are discharged (e.g. those in which isasserted that John smoked and never smoked).John stopped smoking and never smokedJohn did not stop smoking and never smokedJohn stopped smoking and smokedNow we add the entailments of the asserted �rst clauseand the presuppositions of the negated one (underlined):John stopped smoking and smoked and never smokedJohn did not stop smoking and smoked and never smoked2We directly esh out the explicit models of the disjunc-tion: in principle one should start from the implicit modelthat contains only the positive information:A BBut in our example the negation conveys positive informa-tion, i.e. the expectation that the action happens.



John stopped smoking and smoked and smokedThe �rst model is clearly contradictory and is dis-charged. On the contrary, in the model :A B the pre-supposition arising from a the negated disjunct has a de-feasible character, so it is canceled and the model kept.The third model is �ne. At the end of the interpretationprocess, we have the following mental models:John did not stop smoking and never smokedJohn stopped smoking and smokedDoes this representation imply John smoked? Certainlynot, as the two models contain opposite information.On the contrary, in a sentence like either John stoppedsmoking or he is now ill the presupposition that Johnsmoked is projected from the �rst clause to the wholesentence. In fact, the interpretation produces the fol-lowing consistent models:John stopped smoking and smoked and is illJohn did not stop smoking and smoked and is illJohn stopped smoking and smoked and is not illNow, all the models contain the information that Johnsmoked, so, from the disjunctive sentence, it is possibleto draw the inference that John smoked.Note that the presuppositions of the two clauses are in-dependently added to the interpretation of the wholesentence and the single models containing them aredischarged if inconsistent. Therefore, di�erently from(Karttunen, 1974)'s approach, we are able to cope withcases in which the two clauses convey contradictory pre-suppositions as in: either Fred knows he's won or he'supset that he hasn't (Beaver, 1997).A linguistic context where presuppositions do not sur-vive is represented by verbs like say and tell; they preventthe projection of the presuppositions of the sententialobjects: Bill says he is not guilty does not presupposehe is innocent. (Karttunen, 1974) has classi�ed theseverbs as plugs, in order to account for their behavior. Inour model, such verbs are semantically interpreted as in-stances of the action schema of the corresponding speechacts (see (Ardissono et al., 1998)): from the precondi-tion of the action of informing, and under the sincerityassumption, it is possible to infer only that Bill believesthe proposition he uttered, while no information is givenabout the speaker's beliefs. Therefore, the semantic rep-resentation consists in a mental model of the action thatcontains an embedded mental model representing Bill'sbelief that he is not guilty.Similarly, a question performed by a speaker providesa context in which the presuppositions may be cancelled,even if there is no negation: in fact, the representationof Did John arrive? contains an instance of the linguis-tic action representing questions: since it has the pre-condition that the questioner does not know whetherthe propositional content is true, two mental models arepossible: one in which John arrived and another repre-senting John didn't arrive.

Finally, we want to highlight how some inferences, tra-ditionally classi�ed as presuppositions because of theirresistance to negation and cancellability, can receive amore accurate explanation than as \preconditions for ac-tions". (Soames, 1989) noticed the di�erent behavior ofthe factive verbs regret and realize: in hypothetical con-texts, the former maintains its presupposition that thespeaker of the utterance believes that the content of thesubordinate clause holds, while the latter does not:If I regret that I told the false, I will confess it.If I realize that I told the false, I will confess it.The di�erence emerges when the corresponding actionde�nitions are examined. In fact, the precondition foruttering the verb regret is that both the speaker and thedescribed agent, at the event time, believe that the sub-ordinate clause p is true.However, on the contrary, realize has the preconditionthat p is true (according to speaker's beliefs) and thatthe agent who realizes does not know it is: rather, theagent's knowledge that p results from the action e�ect.When these verbs are asserted in past tense, they sharethe presupposition that the speaker believes p: in fact,the action preconditions must be true. Moreover, if re-alize is asserted in the �rst person, the speaker and thedescribed agent coincide. In the past tense, this meansthat only after the realize event happened, the speakercame to know that the event preconditions were true (i.e.p was true and he didn't know p). Were the sentence ut-tered in a hypothetical context, some mental models ofthe description would represent the realize event as nothappened: in some models, the agent does not come toknow that p has been true from the start, and that hewas not aware of it, thus blocking the conclusion that inall models he is currently aware of p's truth.Comparison with related worksMany approaches to presuppositions have a logical bias:the presupposition is interpreted as a function trans-forming contexts represented as set of sets of possi-ble words (Beaver, 1997). However, as (Johnson-Laird,1983) claims, logic is not a candidate for building cogni-tively plausible solutions to reasoning. In this work wehave shown how mental models can be exploited to givean explicative solution to the problem of presuppositionsthat be also cognitively plausible.(Marcu and Hirst, 1996) propose a treatment of prag-matic inferences which aims at accounting for both con-versational implicatures and presuppositions in a singleway. They introduce two di�erent notions of satisfactionof a formula, where the �rst one is preferred in case ofconicts. This mechanism allows to distinguish betweenpragmatic inferences that can be canceled (i.e. conver-sational implicatures and presuppositions from negativesentences) and those that cannot be removed felicitously(presuppositions from positive sentences). For these rea-



sons, di�erent rules referring to di�erent satis�abilitynotions are needed to express the fact that the samepresupposition is triggered by the same lexical item inpositive and negative sentences.Moreover, they argue that a default based formalismcannot explain pragmatic inferences because they arenot always cancellable. On the contrary, we keep apartthe treatment of conversational implicatures from that ofpresuppositions. We exploit a single nonmonotonic formof reasoning for modeling implicatures, while presuppo-sitions are explained by the interaction of mental modelswith scalar implicatures. Furthermore, we need no rulesfor deriving presuppositions, even in positive sentences,since presuppositions emerge from the plan-based repre-sentation of action verbs.Many approaches relate presuppositionsand anaphora, exploiting the DRT formalism(Van Der Sandt, 1992; Asher and Lascarides, 1998).However, the cancellability of presuppositions is not ex-plained on the basis of a non-monotonic framework, butis based on the notion of global vs. local accommodationof the presupposed information; i.e if a presuppositionin a subordinate clause is globally accommodated itbecomes a presupposition of the whole sentence.This solution has two shortcomes: presuppositions arekept apart from the asserted content and they are �rstintroduced in the local context of the trigger: theycan be removed later if they can be accommodated ina wider scope; second, defeated presuppositions (i.e.locally accommodated ones) are still present in the localcontext, representing information that is not true evenat the local level (consider he didn't arrived since hedidn't leave).As a consequence, when they face the projectionproblem, DRT approaches have to resort on furthermechanisms like discharging the global accommoda-tion due to the lack of the informativeness of theinterpretation.In these models, the presuppositions are triggered bylexical items in an unexplained way, instead of arisingfrom the lexical representation. Furthermore they do nottake into account the di�erences between positive andnegative contexts, and di�erent explanations are neededfor the phenomena of implicature and presuppositions.Finally, our solution does not incur in the problemhighlighted by (Zeevat, 1992): lexically triggered pre-suppositions must be accommodated not only globallyas in (Van Der Sandt, 1992)'s approach but also locally:in our case the presupposition is not kept apart from theverb interpretation but is related to the preconditionsand e�ects of the action.ConclusionsMental models were introduced by (Johnson-Laird,1983) as a reasoning framework that is endowed with a
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